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By J. T. Stasio

Dover Publications Inc., United States, 1986. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. Expensive electronic toys come and go, but the toys children really like the best are often
the simplest. The plain handmade wooden train, doll cradle, or circus animal can provide the key
that unlocks a young imagination. This book makes it easy to create toys that will win a permanent
place in any child s heart. After years of working with young children, veteran woodcrafter and
educator James. T. Stasio has distilled his expert knowledge into a handy, inexpensive guide to
making 12 wooden toys of enduring appeal: helicopter, oil truck, biplane, destroyer, freight train,
cargo ship, rocking horse and squirrel, circus animals and acrobats, doll cradle, work truck, truck
bank, and fighter plane. You don t have to be a master craftsman or purchase expensive materials.
If you can use a saw and a screwdriver, you can make any of these charming toys. For each project,
a list of materials indicates how much wood and the kind of hardware you ll need. Exact-size
templates for every part make cutting out the wood simplicity itself. And a large, easy-to-grasp
exploded diagram shows precisely how to...
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This written ebook is excellent. It is amongst the most awesome ebook i have study. You will not truly feel monotony at whenever you want of the time
(that's what catalogs are for regarding if you ask me).
-- Deva nte La ng wor th IV-- Deva nte La ng wor th IV

This publication is very gripping and interesting. We have go through and so i am confident that i am going to planning to read through yet again again in
the foreseeable future. You are going to like how the blogger write this ebook.
-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD-- Dr . Tha ddeus Tur ner  PhD
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